Gremlin 60” (1.5M) “BIBOC” Slope fun aerobat.
BIBOC is an acronym that we have coined: “Bung In Back Of Car” – in other words, it means a small and
really easy to break down model that is meant to be carried around with you – just for those chance
opportunities, and times when you just have to fly something.

Above: One of the first Gremlins out of the moulds. Below: Lob off by David Woods: The first flight begins!

Dave Woods’ (UK) Gremlin hiding in the back of his Audi.

1. Where to start?
All Aeroic planes are thoroughly inspected and test assembled before shipment, however its best it to
make a trial assembly of all the parts as a first step. This will let you know if there is any minor fitting to be
done, or if any of the parts have been overlooked.
Run a finger over the leading and trailing edges of the wings and tail halves to make sure no roughness or
flashing remains. If any are found, then normally a light scuff with 600 to 800 grit wet and dry paper on a
sanding block (NEVER use abrasive paper without a sanding block) will be enough to eliminate it.
Make sure all of the control surfaces (Rudder, elevators, ailerons and flaps) move freely without snagging
and again lightly sand any that might be not 100%. At this time, you might want to check the wing, tailplane
and rudder movements. Sand the inner edges of any wipers, or the upper surfaces of the wing etc. back
slightly in order to increase movement.

Example of trimming the Aileron wipers to give a little more movement

Here the Rudder movement has been adjusted.

2. Wings:
I always start with the wings because that way seems to give that “half done” feeling quite quickly.

Installing the wing servos:
Servos can be installed using the now popular DDS/IDS system, or using commercial servo trays – or simply
as we have done here by making some plywood mountings.
The key point is to install the servos securely and to carefully make the linkages and the fits as good as
possible so as to give no control slop.

Note that because of the aileron/flap geometry, the servos appear to be not straight. This is perfectly OK
for this airframe as the hinge lines are at an angle to the leading edge of the wing.
3. Fuselage.
The fuselage, or rather the installation of the servos in the fuselage offers a number of choices. A glass fibre
CNC cut servo tray and elevator bellcrank assembly is provided, with servo cutouts of that is the way you

want to go, and carbon rods/snakes are pre-installed of you want to use this simple method. If not, then
you can use servos in the tail fin area for both rudder and elevator. A hatch is cut and a hatch cover
provided to give access to the back of the fuselage.

Note if you don’t want to use the snake/bellcrank method, a good way to actuate the elevator is to solder
the ball from a 3mm ball link on to the middle of the actuator wire and leave it in the plane on disassembly.

Here are some examples of the elevator servo with direct drive installed just in front of the rudder.

Ballast tube:

A 20mm ID ballast tube is provided for the fuselage. Alternatively, or in addition and if required, the round
carbon wing joiner tube can be either filled with removable ballast rods/spacers, or simply replaced with
heavier materials of the same diameter. Hollow Carbon could then become a glass fibre rod, or an
aluminium rod, or a brass rod, stainless steel, up to depleted Uranium in theory.

Here is a Carbon tube/Uranium ballast system from Aeroic Distributor Aloft Hobbies in the USA.
Note: If you do decide to install the fuselage mounted tube, please don’t forget:
• To plug the ends with plywood or a similar stopper that is securely glued – and preferably Pinned
• That the centre of mass of the ballast (not the centre of the ballast tube as it will have an opening to
insert the ballast and may have different size plugs in the ends) has to be in the same position as
the centre of gravity. (Approx. 78mm)

Retaining the wings:
The wings are best retained by fitting Multiplex wing retainers:

Or if you don’t like those, a simple hook and elastic band retaining system can be made up.

Above: An example of a wing retaining setup.

Making the nose weight:
After everything is completely installed including servo tray, servos, wiring, receiver, ballast tube, and
batteries, hang weights on the nose until the plane balances at 85 mm from the leading edge of the
wing. Many people use strips of tyre balance weights for this job, but anything will do as long as its
heavy enough to be concentrated over a small area. Remember 85mm from the leading edge is your
starting point. It will be too far back to fly well, but the intention is to add more weight before test
flying.
Note write down the weight you need carefully. It will be around 180-200 grammes but DO NOT
GUESS.
OK, having found out how much weight you need to start, now rub some Vaseline around the nose of
the fuselage and stick it into a paper cup full of wet wall filler. Suspend the fuselage so that it does
not just sink down to the bottom of the cup/filler.

When the filler is dry, remove the fuselage and you should be left with a crude but effective nose
weight mould - probably a bit bigger than you need. The key point is that the shape will be exactly
the same as your plane’s nose shape. Now put the mould in an oven at about 60 to 70 degrees to
thoroughly dry it – or leave it in a dry warm place overnight at least.
Note: Pouring molten lead into a mould that is not 100% dry will cause the lead to erupt and
spatter and will very likely burn you. Lead melts at 327.5 degrees centigrade, and this will cause
SEVERE burns. Not recommended…

When you are sure the mould is COMPLTELY dry, melt the same weight of lead you have noted and
carefully pour it into the mould. When the mould is cool; you will have a shaped nose weight.

Use the weight you have made, held in the nose of the plane by a piece of hard EPP or other foam
plus 10 grammes of loose weights to set up the plane for the first flights. Start CG is 75mm from the
wing leading edge.

Note: DO NOT EPOXY THE WEIGHT INTO THE NOSE AT THIS STAGE, instead, wait until you are certain
it is correct or at least not too heavy. There is nothing worse than trying to dig, drill, hack, cut or
otherwise get excess lead out of a fuselage!
4. Setups: General flying:
CG

75-78mm from Leading edge.

Setup, General Aerobatics, etc.:
Aileron up:
Aileron down:
Flaperons up:
Flaperons down:
Elevator up:
Elevator down:

10mm
7mm
5mm
3mm
10mm
10mm

Setup: Light Air Stooging:
Flaps down:
Ailerons down:
Elevator down:

2mm
2mm
2mm

Setup: Landing:
Flaps down:
Ailerons up:
Elevator down:

70 degrees
35 degrees
8mm

Note: These settings will vary from pilot to pilot but will be a good start off point.
Play with the settings and the CG if you are not 100% happy with them, and please remember that there is
a really large variation in what suits different people.
Make adjustments to the flight settings and CG until you think the plane is doing exactly what you want it
to.
Oh…and remember…DON’T GET IT WET!

Construction and flying photos kindly provided by David and Graham Woods.

